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To investigate the efficacy of a cognitive approach ap-

plied to problems of motivation, anxiety, and test-wiseness

in a group test situation, programmed texts were used to

Condition a repertoire of verbal responses relevant to each

of these problems. Five sixth grade classes composed of 118

Students total were administered Otis-Lennon Mental Ability

Tests in a pretest-posttest design. For the five groups,
ANCOVA demonstrated a significant effect on raw scores, but

not on IQ. Significant IQ and raw score gains were found

for the combination group over the control group. Due to

treatment lower IQ level students of the combination group

made greater raw score gains than upper IQ level students.
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THE EFFECT ON GROUP IQ, TEST PERFORMANCE OF

MODIFICATION OF VERBAL REPERTOIRES RELATED

TO MOTIVATION, ANXIETY, AND TEST-WISENESS

There are four basic methods with which the literature

suggested that test scores might be improved: coaching,

teaching test-wiseness, increasing motivation, and reducing

anxiety. Coaching refers to tutoring with problems similar

to test items, Vernon (1952), Gilmore (1927), and Heim and

Watts (1957) agreed that coaching produced a rise in test

scores. However, Dyer (1953), Whitla (1962), and French

and Dear (1959) determined that coaching on the SAT had at

best negligible influence on test scores. The increase on

the ST in the French and Dear study was less than the

standard error of the test, Dyer (1953) found that althoui

SAT verbal scores were not raised by coaching, SAT math

scores were improved, but only if students happened not to

be enrolled in regular math,

In the literature, the term test-wiseness has usually

been defined as a person's ability to use the characteris-

tics of the test or test-taking situation to inflate his

test score. Numerous studies have indicated that the

teaching of test-taking strategies enable a subject to ob-

tain improved scores on multiple choice examinations (Oak-
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land, 1972; Wahlstrom and Boersma, 1968; Slakter, Koehler,

and Hampton, 1970)# Taught were such concepts as using as a

cue the relative length of options, reasoning by the elimi-

nation of options, and avoiding biases in keying response

options. Subjects were taught to omit or guess when they

could not make a quick response and to mark omitted items

for later thought if time allowed. Common response sets

dealt with were guessing tendencies and working for speed vs.

accuracy.

Familiarity with format and language used in standar-

dized tests was taught to one group of children, These chil-

dren were taught to use a marker to keep their places. The

researcher used successive approximations in beginning with

a few items and options and gradually increasing the length

of time that the children were to remain task-oriented. The

results were significantly improved scores (Oakland, 1972).

One could assume that such familiarity with format and

language could also come as a result of practice, The lit-

erature has indicated improvement in test scores with prac-

tice, However, the increase has been primarily between the

first and second tests only. Maximum efficiency was reached

by the second testing (McIntosh, 1944; Slocombe, 1926).

Another well-acknowledged confounding variable in ob-

served test scores is that of motivation. Although some

studies reported lack of significant results when money,

praise, reproof, and candy were offered as incentives for
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improved test scores (Ferguson, 1937; Tiber and Kennedy,

1964; Clifford et al., 1972), the bulk of the evidence indi-

cated the contrary. Using strict discipline for motivation,

Barron (1939) concluded that poor control of the testing

situation and lack of motivation did result in lower test

scores, Tuinman (1972) found prizes for improved test

scores to significantly increase the number of items attemp-

ted and the number of items correct. His subjects had been

instructed that the more they improved their own test scores

the greater would be their prizes ranging from candy to tran-

sistor radios. Specification of response quality and what is

required in a task combined with the direction to be thought-

ful resulted in improved performance on the WAIS (Burhenne

et al., 1973). Heisler and Schill (1972) concluded that

positive expectation-eliciting, reassuring instructions in-

duced optimal aptitude test performance and recommended that,

contrary to common practice, neutral instructions should not

be given before tests. Yet another study found an interac-

tion effect between extrinsic motivation and socioeconomic

status and ethnic origin. While lower-class whites improved

intelligence test performance with feedback or monetary re-

inforcement, middle-class whites and lower-class Negroes did

not (Sweet and Ringness, 1971).

Very high anxiety levels tend to have a deleterious ef-

fect on test performance. Phillips (1971) conceptualized

response styles in test situations as stress reactions of
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acquiescent, negativistic, self-derogating children. Numer-

ous studies have been reported of modification of test anxi-

ety. The literature is replete with desensitization of test.

anxious subjects. Smith et al. (1971) in introducing humor-

ous test items as hypothesized tension relievers improved

test performance in test-anxious subjects. Posthypnotic

suggestions related to increased ease, confidence, motiva-

tion, and ability have also improved test performance (Ham-

mer, 1954).

Meichenbaum (1972) used a cognitive modification treat-

ment to reduce test anxiety in college students. First,

test-anxious subjects were taught that test anxiety is the

result of their own thoughts and verbalizations. Subjects

were made aware of their self-defeating verbalizations and

were then taught incompatible self-instructions and relaxa-

tion. Using imagery procedure they were taught to visual-

ize becoming anxious and then coping.

Test-wiseness, motivation, end anxiety are all impor-

tant sources of error variance in educational and psycholo-

gical measurement, The assumption is that error is random-

ly distributed in the population. However, the research

shows that some groups of people, due to motivational fac-

tors, personality traits, and anxiety do in fact introduce

systematic sources of variation, For example, the litera-

ture has demonstrated that partial knowledge can signifi-

cantly improve test scores in forced-choice examination con-
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ditions. Do-not-guess instructions tended to introduce such

personality variables as risk-taking (Slakter, 1969), ascen-

dance vs. submission (Votaw, 1936), and maladjustment (Sher-

riffs and Boomer, 1954). When forced to respond to all

items, maladjusted, submissive, low-risk-taking subjects im-

proved test scores. Further, more able students profited

more then poor students when all questions were answered

even when the usual correction for guessing was applied (Vo-

taw, 1936; Flaugher and Pike, 1970; Hritz and Tacobs, 1970).

The more such elements enter a score-when the intelligence

test also becomes an indicator of personality traits-the

more the score becomes invalid for the primary purpose of

intelligence measurement (Cronbach, 1941).

Previous studies have been limited to a one-problem ap-

proach, i.e. systematic desensitization for test-,anxious

subjects or extrinsic reinforcement for test performance.

Commonly, a test-retest design has been used with no control

for practice effects.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the

efficacy of a cognitive approach applied to problems of mo-

tivation, anxiety, and test-wiseness in a group test situa-

tion. A programmed text was employed to condition a reper-

toire of verbal responses relevant to each of these prob-

lems. Should this approach be effective, it would be an eas-

ily presented, inexpensive method of reducing error variance

in educational and psychological measurement.
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In addition, it was hypothesized that subjects of higher

intelligence would demonstrate greater score gains than those

of lower intelligence because higher level students should be

better able to retain and apply what they have learned, Fur-

ther, IQ score gain demanded smaller raw score gain in upper

Iq levels than in lower IQ levels.

In this study, because groups were assumed to be heter-

ogeneous in regard to sources of error variance, the group

given the full set of programmed texts as compared with the

control group was the main focus of interest. In the applied

school setting, the full set of texts would more likely be

useful. However, since the content of the complete set con-

sisted of three independent topics-motivation, anxiety, and

test-wiseness, three additional groups were utilized in order

to evaluate the effect of these three programs in the heter-

ogeneously grouped classroom. Although some effect from

these was expected to be observed, it was not expected to be

as great as the effect from the full set of programs. Any

one program would likely be relevant to the handicaps of fewer

individuals in the group as compared with the full set of

programs. Moreover, within any one individual, a given pro-

gram would modify verbal behavior related to only one source

of error variance.

Method

Subjects

The subjects, ranging in age from 11 years 5 months to
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13 years 4 months, were 118 students in the final month of

the sixth grade, Most of the children came from upper-lower

to lower-middle class homes, Greater than 99% of the chil-

dren were Caucasian, Most evidenced good care., None had pa-

rents who were professional; very few had parents who were

college graduates.

Treatment was randomly assigned to each of five intact

classes of heterogeneously grouped students, For the most

part, class membership had previously been determined in a

random fashion, One class served as a practice effect group,

the control group; the other four classes, as experimental

groups, Three of the experimental groups were given one of

the independent programs. The fourth experimental group was

given the full set of programs,

Apparatus

The classes were administered two Otis-Lennon Mental A-

bility Tests, elementary II Level, Form J, three weeks apart.

Programmed text material was used with each of the four

experimental groups, The four experimental groups initially

received an introductory program (Appendix A) which first

gave directions on how to use a programmed text, The term

standardized test was then briefly defined. The purpose of

the programmed texts was given as helping students to im-

prove performance on standardized tests by teaching princi-

ples of test-wiseness.

Group 2, in addition to the introductory program, was
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given the motivation program (Appendix B) which was designed

to explain the relevancy to the individual of standardized

tests. The text pointed out the role of standardized tests

in college, business, and armed services selection proce-

dures. The text further suggested that through standardized

tests scholarships can be won and course credit-even the

equivalent of a high school diploma-can be earned. Further,

it was suggested that since research has shown that test-wise

individuals have performed better on standardized tests than

test-naive individuals, each testing situation encountered

might be looked upon as an opportunity to practice taking

standardized tests.

Group 3 was given the anxiety program (Appendix C)

which was directed toward the feeling of failure that most

people experience in taking standardized tests. The experi-

ence of failure has been demonstrated to raise test anxiety

(Gaudry and Poole, 1972; Bradshaw and Gaudry, 1968). The

programmed text taught that because standardized tests have

been normalized, they usually give people the feeling that

they are doing worse than they really are. Consequently,

some people feel such despair that they just give up trying,

The rule was to persevere.

Group 4 received the test-wiseness program (Appendix D)

which taught the following rules: (1) Guess, regardless of

possible do-not-guess instructions. (2) Do not spend too

much time marking answer sheets. (3) Avoid dwelling too
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long on any one question.

The motivation, test-wiseness, and anxiety programs

each had a 425-431 word initial reading assignment followed

by ten questions. A criterion of nine correct answers had

to be met before the programmed material was considered mas-

tered.

The fourth experimental group, Group 5, mastered all

four programs. Group I was the control group which was es-

pecially necessary to control for practice effects,

Procedure

Each class was given the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability

Test, Form J, according to standardized directions and ran-

domly assigned to treatment.

Two weeks and six days later, the programmed material

was given to the subjects in the four experimental groups.

The children wrote their answers on a piece of notebook pa-

per and were directed to use a cover sheet in order that

they not gain additional cues from previously answered ques-

tions, The control group had class as usual. The next day

Form J was readministered,

Analysis

Four two-way analyses of covariance, unweighted means

analyses, were applied to both IQ and raw score data obtained

from (1) all five groups end (2) Group 1 and Group 5. One

dimension, IQ level, was determined by a median split of

each group. Treatment groups composed the second dimension.



Post-test IQ scores were adjusted by pre-test IQ scores.

The covariate for the post-test raw scores was the pre-test

raw scores.

Results and Discussion

For the five groups, the ANCOVA failed to demonstrate a

significant treatment effect on IQ, F (4, 107) = 1.91, p }

.05. Failure to obtain a significant F may have been due to

insufficient variability of effect within the three subtreat-

ments. However, as can be observed from Table I, all differ-

ences were in the hypothesized direction. The data also did

not support the hypothesis that the upper Iq levels would

show greater IQ gains than lower IQ levels since the IQ with

group interaction was not significant, F (4, 107) = 1.05,

2 > .05. Summary tables for all analyses of covariance are

in Appendix f.

When on the basis of an a priori hypothesis, the combi-

TABLE I

RAW SCORE AND 1( SCORE MEANS, MEAN

GAINS, AND ADJUSTED MEANS

UrOUP

-IQDate -

Pre-test 102.30 102.73 106.62 105.12 105.68
Post-test 104.00 106.14 109.81 107.64 111.05
Gain 1.70 3.41 3.19 2.52 5.37
jousted 106.28 107.99 107.73 107,07 10991

Pre-test 57.96 56.73 60.42 60.44 60.82
Post-test 60.48 59.73 63.19 62.92 66.32
Gain 2.53 3.00 2.77 2.28 5,50
adjustedd 61.71 62.04 62.28 61,81 65,06
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nation group (Group 5) end the control group (Group 1) were

compared for treatment effect, a significant difference was

found, 1 (1, 112) = 6.43, 2 C4.05. Since the a priori test

demonstrated that the two groups of primary interest, groups

1 and 5, were significantly different, and since assessment

of possible interaction effects was desired, it was deemed

appropriate to do a separate two-way ANCOVA on these two

groups. A significant IQ gain for the combination group over

the control group w s also demonstrated by this procedure,

F (1, 40) = 11.70, 2 4.01. However, the treatment by 1,

level interaction was not significant.

Although 19, score results were of greater interest, pri-

marily because of their greater usage in applied settings

but also because of their adjustment for age, raw score data

was also analyzed, for it was less subject to artifact, As

previously stated, IQ, gain required smaller raw score gain

in upper IQ, levels than in lower Iq levels. Answering two

more questions correctly on the post-test could make for an

IQ, gain of as much as 11 in the top IQ levels, but an Iq

gain of as little as one in the average range of ability

which composed most of the lower Iq group in this study.

Further, subjects changing age intervals had to make greater

raw score gain to improve 19, than did subjects who did not

change age intervals.

Interestingly, when post-test raw scores were adjusted

by pre-test raw scores, the IiNCOVA demonstrated a signifi-
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cant treatment effect for the five groups, F (4, 107) = 2.89,

2 < .05. Again there was no treatment by IQ level interae-

tion, F (4, 107) = 1.30, J2> .05. The Tukey (b) test demon-

strated that the treatment effect for Group 5 differed from

the other four groups at the .05 level and that none of these

four groups differed from one another.

Again a separate two-way ANOOVA was utilized to assess

interaction effects for groups 1 and 5. The ANCOVA demonstra-

ted both a significant treatment effect, F (1, 40) = 8.83,

2 .01, and a significant ordinal interaction of treatment

and IQ level, F (1, 40) = 6,56, R < .05. However, in opposi-

tion to the hypothesized interaction, the lower half of Group

5 made greater raw score gains than did the upper half. The

data representing this interaction are represented in Figure

1. It might be added here that the adjusted means for Iq for

groups 1 and 5 yielded a pattern similar to that of Figure 1;

however, the interaction was not significant.

Numerous possibilities exist which might explain the

interaction obtained, The mean pre-test I 's of Group 5 for

lower and upper levels were 97.91 and 113.45, respectively,

One might suspect the gain of the upper I level to be some-

what tempered by regression effects,

An apparent ceiling effect influenced top-scoring stu-

dents. On the pre-test, for example, one student in Group 5

received a raw score of 78 out of a possible 80. Further,

student age limited maximum Iq, attainable. Students under
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67- Group 1 -

66- Group 5

J 65

63

0)

~621

61

Low Iq High Iq

Fig. 1 - Adjusted means for
raw scores of control and combina-
tion groups split into lower and
upper I levels.

12 years of age could obtain an Iq of as high as 150. How-

ever, a student who had just turned 13 and who had a perfect

raw score would have scored an IP of 136. It should be no-

ted here that the Otis-Lennon Elementary II Level was recom-

mended for typical students in grades 4 through 6. Utiliz-

ing fifth grade subjects would probably have alleviated some

of the difficulties due to ceiling effects.

It is also reasonable to suspect that higher IQ sub-

jects may be operating closer to a maximal motivation level

and thereby be less influenced by the motivating aspects of

the program. Further, the higher Iq group would probably

experience fewer feelings of failure with consequent anxiety

arousal, thereby being less influenced by the anxiety pro-

gram,

The data indicate that verbal programming can increase
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measured IQ, and can, in all probability, reduce error var-

iance due to motivation, anxiety, and test-wiseness. Such

a reduction in error variance would result in a welcome in-

crease in test validity. A primary objective of such ver-

bal programming should also be to decrease the handicaps

under which many examinees apparently operate.

The programmed texts demonstrated practical as well as

statistical significance. In Group 5, 14% of the children

made gains of more than ten IQ points, the maximum of which

was 15 points. In the control group, none made gains of

over ten points. IQ gains of more than five points were made

by 59% of Group 5 as compared with 22% of the control group,

It is highly plausible that the magnitude of these

changes could readily affect individual selection in schools

and businesses, The effect on the individual of such selec-

tion decisions is pervasive and difficult to estimate, Se-

lection decisions determine the individual's educational

environment, his proximity to various peer models, and his

job opportunities. Test scores also can influence expecta-

tions of others about an individual and can also influence

his own self-expectations. Such expectations may have a

significant effect upon the individual. Certainly any pro-

cedure is recommended which will enable individuals to do

themselves full justice on a test.

Following the conclusion of the experimental procedure,

the children were asked to write their opinions of the pro-
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grammed texts and of whether the material they learned from

the texts was helpful to them on the second administration

of the Otis-Lennon. The children unanimously stated a pre-

ference for a programmed text's style of presentation over

the traditional text's approach. The only drawback to pro-

grammed texts mentioned was that some children would cheat

by copying the answers given in the book. Observation de-

tected no children at any time who did not exhibit on-task

behavior while unfinished with the programmed texts. Some

children felt that the information they had learned was

helpful to them on the Otis-Lennon; others did not. There

was little relationship between verbal reports and change in

test scores,

In conclusion, the results of this study indicated that

there should be more emphasis placed on the possibility that

cognitive modification can improve scores on standardized

tests such that they more accurately reflect ability through

a reduction in error produced by such variables as motivation,

anxiety, and test-wiseness. Future research should identify

individuals with specific test-taking handicaps and attempt

to determine the efficacy of specific verbal programming in

alleviating these handicaps. The extent to which the re-

sults of this study can be generalized to other standardized

tests, other age groups, and other means of presentation

should be investigated. Atlso should be determined the de-

gree to which the effect of verbal programming will be main-

tained over longer periods of time,
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This is a special kind of book called a program-
med text. It lets you read a little bit, Then it
asks questions about what you read, It asks a ques-
tion on one page. Then it gives you the answer on
the next page, That way you can have a chance to
think about your answer and know right away if it is
right.

HOW TO USE A PROGRAMED TEXT

Do NOT skip through the booklet. Just take one
page at a time,

Write your answer to the question BEFORE looking
at the correct answer on the next page. 7 plling
doesn't count.) That way you can honestly see for
yourself how you are doing. It would be silly to try
to fool yourself . After all, you're not being graded
on the answers you give. You're just checking your-
self on how well you can answer the questions over
what you read.

The following are examples of how questions and
answers are set up in a programmed text:

Here is the first question.

5 + 5=
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Here is the answer to
the first question.

10

-~-------~ *

Answer to the second
question.

Ford

Third answer.

Put him in a round room,
and tell him to find the
corner.

Here is the second ques-
tion,

is both a kind
of c an the last name
of the President of the
United States,

Third question.

Do you know how to drive
an 4ggie crazy?

I.-

17
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You know those achievement tests you took this
year? And the test you took several weeks ago? The
ones that were printed in booklets and you filled in
answer spaces on a separate answer sheet? Those are
called standardized tests, Standardized tests are
big business.7They are not like the tests your tea-
chers make. Millions oftdllars are spent each year
on standardized tests.

searchshows that if you are test-wise, you
will do better on standardized tests you can get
better scores just bbein test-wise In other
words, if you are test-wise, you can make what you

know count for more, Or, you can sometimes get by
with knowing less, if you are test-wise,

The purpose of this bookleti sTomake you test-
wise.

Question 1.

Research shows that if
you are (1) t.--,,-wise,
you will probably do
better on standardized
tests.

a
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Answer to question 1.

(1) teS -wise

Remember, spelling doesn't
count.

4Answer to question 2.

(2) standardized

(3) tes-wj

(Spelling doesn't count.)

&

here is question 2.

Sometimes computers grade
(2) st..dardized tests,

The purpose of this book-
let is to make you (3)
tf4t ".""O-wo 0".

(4) Stan__ tests are
big business.

19

-



(4) standardized If you answered all
four of these questions
right, that is perfect,
You may go on to the
next section.

If you missed any,
read this booklet again.
Try again to see if you
can get them all right.

in~~mm .1

20
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How well you do on a standardized test can affect
your getting into the college of your choice. Your
score on a standardized test can affect your getting a
job. You can win mone with high standardized test
scores. You canan tout of taking some subJects in
school. Even if you plan to drop out o thigh shool,
THereis a standardized test that can give you a kind
of hgh school diploma.

High school seniors can win money toward going to
college by scoring high enough on a standardized test.
You could win a college scholarship with a high score.

Even gettinNto&col$6ge usually means making a
good score on some~standardized test.

Many businesses give standardized tests when you
apply for WJob7 Getting a high test score can help
you get the jo you want. Businesses usually prefer
to pick the person with the highest score for the .

The Army, y_, Air Force, and Marines all give
standardized tests to their new peopleWTie people
with the best scores are offered the most opportuni-
ties, People with high scores are more likeLy tobe

nzsssed. The government may even them to
school. If there is a war, people with high scores
are less likely to be where there is shoo2i and bom-
bing.

Many high schools and colleges let you test out
of some classes, If you do well enough on a stanTaie-
dized test, they will give you credit without making
you take the class,

6?rcourse, you would have to know something about
a subject to test out of it. For example, a friend of
mine tested out of taking a Texas government class af-
ter reading WaTittle booklet about Texas government
before the test,

Even if you have decided that ou want to dro2
out of high school the day you're 1,there is a stan-
ddifed test for you. If you score well enough, you
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earn a diploma. This dlma is as good as a high
school diploma. You can get a job that requIres a high
school diploma even though you dropped out.

Research says tHati ust practcingtaking standar-
dized tests sometimes helps people make better scores,
Every time you take a standardized test, you tend to
get better and faster at marking your answers in answer
spaces, You get with the "style" of this kind of tes-
ting. Times that you take standardized tests are op-
portunities to practice a skill that can be helpful to
you. Besides, it's kind of a neat change from regular
classroom work,

ME

(1) college

You may have to take a
standardized test to
get into (1) c..lege.

bome businesses make you
take standardized tests
in order to get a (2)
3--,W

a
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(2) iQh

(3) mQUQ3.

(4) colleges----m~

High school seniors can
win (3) _ in the
form of scholarships to
college with high stan-
dardized test scores.

Many (4) col...s make
you take entrance exams.

.? ~

sometimes you can (5)
t WMout of classes.
This means you can get
credit for the class
without taking it.



(5 ) tgtout

(6) dipIgma

(7) Jb

People who drop out of
high school can earn a
(6) dipma with a
standardized test.

4

This diploma means that
someone who dropped out
of high school can have
a (7) j.. that requires
a high school diploma,

The (8) Af, Navy, Air
Force, and Marines give
standardized tests to
new people.

a

24



(8 ) Army

(9) testm-wise

(10) teat-wise

It could really be impor-
tant to you to be (9)
tO_-w_*. Every chance
you have to take a stan-
dardized test you can
use as a chance to become
more (10) .

t

If you answered each
question perfectly or
missed only one, you real-
ly did great and may go on
to your next activity.

If you missed more
than one question, read
this booklet again, Then
try to see if you can get
them all right - or miss
no more than one.

25
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The companies that make the standardized tests give
them to thousands of people, Some oFthe people get
lots of right answers. Some people get very few right,
Most of the peop le get about half of the answers right.

When you take a staniiddTTzhie sT,7your score is
compared with thousands of scores made by kids your own
age. Your score means that you did as well as most of
those other kids - or you did better or worse than most
of them.

It feels different to take a standardized test than
to take a teacher-made test. UsualTyThtere are ques-
tions that even the best students in the class don't
know. Sometimes there are time limits, and you just

can't finish. Even very high scoring poppe often feel
that the didn'VWU very well on a stand &rTzT-t7es

Tis feeling comes from~a ve bi difference be-ae
tween standardized tests and teacher-made tests, ' 5
test companies ria the testMt so that if you are aver-
ag&e, you miss about~half of the questions. So hIere~you
are, You're used to~'Ting the teachers' tests, You
kind of know how you're doing on the teachers' tests,
Like you think, "I'm doing great because there's only
one question I'm not sure about." Or you feel, "Gee,I'm failing this because I only know about half of the
answers, I'm really messing up,"

If you're missing half of the questions on the

teachers' tests, you really are messing up, BUT IF
YOU'RE MISSING HAU' ON A STANDARDIZED TEST, YUTRr*OK
A___R_._ge ofiyolu~*et?~t? TH astanarlThd Teitfyuh're
probably doing .much better than you think.

When you feel you're doinT badly, you sometimes getnervous. Just feeling nervous can sometimes cause you
to Rgke mistakes.

Some people just uit tring when they feel that
they're messing up. Teyquit trying maybe because they
feel sad or uptight or hopeless. Maybe they feel,
"What's the use?" So on a standardized test, even if
you feel that you're messing up, HANG IN THERE, YOU'RE

- - .,. -.. a...-
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DOING BETTER THAN YOU THINK. KEEP ThYING YOUR BEST.

Research shows that just practicing taking stan-
dardized tests sometimes helps people make better
scores. Every time you take a standardized test, you
tend to get better and faster at marking your answers
in answer spaces. You get with the "style" of this
kind of testing. Times that you take a standardized
test are opportunities to practice a skill that can
be helpful to you, Besides, it's kind of a neat
change from regular classroom work.

(1) b. about average

If you're missing half
of the questions on a
standardized test,
you're probably

a. doing wiF
b. about average
c. 'really messing

up

The test companies rig
the tests so that aver-

e means getting south
h... of the ques-

tions right.

I



(2) h d

(:3) best

(4) quit

(3) Even the b stu-
dents in the class usu-
elly miss a number of
questions.

some people, when they
feel they're messing
Up, (4) q., trying.

On a standardized test,
you're probably doing
(5) b..... than you
think.

4 ~
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(5) bet

(6) nervous~ es"f

(7) bghr

*1-

Feeling that you're doing
badly oan make you (6)
ner

*1

Feeling too nervous can
cause you to make mis-
takes. It would be
helpful to tell yourself
that you're doing (7)
b..... than you think.

I.

(8) The best advice here
is, no matter how you
feel, MI

a. 'Keep trying,
b. Hang in there.
c. Don't quit.
d. All ofe.the above.



(8) d. All of the above It could really be impor-
tant to you to be (9)
t m-w_. Every chance
you have to take a stan-p
dardized test you can
use as a chance to be-
come more (10) t. ..-W"

-~~-- t

(9) test-wise

(10) test-wise

If you answered each
question perfectly or
missed only one, you real-
ly did great and may go on
to you next activity,

If you missed more
than one question, read
this booklet again. Then
try again to see if you
can get them all right
this time -- or miss no
more than one.

-. ~ 4 ~
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Some standardized test instructions tell you that
guessing could hurt your score - that you shouldntt
guess. Actually, it is very unlikely that guessing
would hurt your score very much. But more important,
most of the research shows that guessing is more likely
to improve your score, This is especially-'true for
people who are smart. It's also especially true for
people who are smart who like to be very careful about
following instructions. Do-not-guess instructions ac-
tually hurt smart, careful people. This is because
smart, careful people tend not to put down answers un-
less they are sure they are right. When you thiak
you're right, but are not really positive, go ahead and

guess.
If there's only j minute left and you aren't close

to being done, fill in the rest of the answer sheet
without reading the questions. You will et about j of
such answers correct,

&ne ting that sometimes hurts people is the di-
rections' saying to be careful marking your answer
sheet, It is true that you can confuse the computer
that grades answer sheets by being careless, But I've
also seen people take lots of time very carefully col-
oring in the answer space. 41 that care is NOT neces-
sary. You can get a lower score because you WTn't use
as much time as you could have to think about the ques-

tions, Make quick, dark, wide marks, Here there's a
real advantage in having a not-too-sharp pencil. Sharp
pencils make skinny lines,

Most standardized tests that you will take are
timed. Therefore, using your time well is important,
One thing to avoid is spending too much time marking
answer sheets. Another thing to avoid is getting hung
up on one question. If there is a question that is
taking a long time to figure out, ski it. If you have
time later, go back to it. It would beThelpful to "ut
a mark beside that question to make it easier to find
TaT7e"I

Use all extra time to check answers or answer
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questions you skipped.
In extra time really take time to figure out the

hardest questions. Use every minute.
Research shows that just practicing taking stan-

dardized tests sometimes helps people make better
scores. Every time you take a standardized test, you
tend to get better and faster at marking your answers
in answer spaces. You get with the "Style" of this
kind of testing. Times that you take standardized
tests are opportunities to practice a skill that can
be helpful to you. Besides, it' s kind of a neat
change from regular classroom work.

(1) If you kind of think
you're right, but you're
not sure,

a. don't guess; skip
the question.

b. answer the ques-
tion.

(Pick
b. )

answer choice a or

t-

(1) b, answer the ques-
tion

Research shows that smart
(2) c ful people are
hurt Vi most by do-not-
guess instructions,

a

NIMIUMMWAII01-



(2) caeful

(3) urt

(4) 1

At worst, guessing when
you don't know the anxs-
wer will probably NOT
(3) h... your score
very much anyway.

I.

If you just mark answers
without even reading the
question, you will prob-
ably get about (4)
of the questions right.
(The answer to this
question is a frac tion.)

One way of losing time
in taking a standardized
test is marking answer
sheets too (5) caftully.

33
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(6) question

(7) mark

.-

other way of losing
time is spending too
much time on one (6)

If you (7) mk the
questions you skip,
you can find them
quickly later if you
have some extra time.

A (8) sh___ pencil
makes a skinny line,
It's better to use a
slightly dull pencil.

4 ~ I
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(8) sharp

(9) teslo-wise

(10) tecili-wing

-

It could really be impor-
tant to you to be (9)
t_ -w___. Every chance
you have to take a stan-
dardized test you can
use as a chance to become
more (10) t_-w.

*1

If you answered each
question perfectly or
missed only one, you real-
ly did gre at and may go on
to your next activity.

If you missed more
than one question, read
this booklet again. Then
try again to see if you
can get them all right
this time -- or miss no
more than one.

V-
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ANALYSIS OF OVARIANOE APLIED

TO THE IQ'S OF FIVE GROUPS

Source w- umof squares DF ueanftquares F

Treatment 176.1852 4 44.0463 1.91

IQ, Level 11.3511 1 11.3511 .49

Interaction 96.2261 4 24.0565 1.05

Withini2&61.450 110'/ 1 2l.0051
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ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE APPLIED TO

TEE IQ'S OF GROUIS 1 AND 5

-- S-- ___-- wl

Source SUM Of square*; DF ean -qures OW

Treatment 219.4512 1 219.4512 ll.70*

Iq Level 46.5361 1 46.5361 2.48

Interaction 27.2689 1 27.2689 1.45

Withi750.26 flJ2 .9.

*2<( .01.
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ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE APPLIED TO

THE RAW SCORES OF FIVE GROUPS

~~~ oum olb Qu r e s DFl AanSquares F

Treatment 180.9750 4 45.2437 2.89*

It Level .7880 1 .7880 .05

Interaction 81.1961 4 20.2990 1.30

Within 166 0 fl Jffl.6l

* 05.
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ANALYSIS OF COVARIANOE APPLIED TO THE

RAW SCORES OF GROUSE 1 AND 5

Ot u oj area DF mrean ejares F _

Treatment 152.8269 1 152.8269 8.83**

IQ Level 42.7429 1 42.7429 2.47

Interaction 113.5775 1 113o5775 6.56*

Within 692.6221 UL 17.3156

2 < .05.

**IO < 01.
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